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Zygomatic implants (ZIs) offer a reliable and well documented treatment option for the rehabilitation
of the atrophic maxilla4. ORIS, a recently introduced classification to evaluate success of treatment
with zygomatic implants, considers 4 variables: Offset measurement to evaluate prosthetic
positioning, Rhinosinus status, Inflammation permanence to evaluate soft tissue health, and Stability
of the zygomatic implants3. The aim of the study was to evaluate the success and the complication
rates associated with zygomatic implants using the ORIS criteria as well as to analyze factors that
associate with implant failures and complications.
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− Of 217 zygomatic implants, 136 followed the sinus slot, 76 the Chow technique5, and 5 the intrasinus protocol.

− Four implants failed in 3 patients, yielding the implant-level cumulative survival rate of 98.16%.

− Overall, 34 patients reported complications at 55 ZIs, with most affecting the rhinosinus ”R” and the
inflammation ”I” scores of the ORIS criteria (with condition 1 being optimal & 5 representing failure).

− Implant survival showed statistically significant association with site type (extraction vs. healed), soft tissue
health (score ”I”), operating surgeon, and patient smoking status, but not implant type.

− Rhinosinus pathologies associated with use of Bichat fat pad, Chow technique, and implant type.

− Various techniques have been described to treat the edentulous atrophic maxilla, including the use
of grafting of the maxillary sinus floor, angled implants in the para-sinus region, implants in
pterygoid apophysis, short, wide implants and zygomatic implants (ZIs)1.

− The ZI establishes a posterior support using a more distal bone site2. It is a predictable procedure
whether used as the primary implant or as the “rescue” implant in reconstruction of the atrophic
maxilla, in response to the need for improvement in grafting procedures3.

− With a high survival rate and low rate of complications, ZIs offer a clinically successful solution in the treatment
of atrophic maxillae.

− Smoking, placement in extraction vs. healed sites, and operating surgeon impacted implant survival.
− Fat pad flap use had a positive influence on mucosa and sinus complications.
− Chow technique improved the sinus complications.
− Implant type had no impact on survival but affected the rhinosinus complication rate.
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Figure 1. Study flow-chart.

A 57-year-old non-smoker female patient with periodontal disease has undergone a
hybrid protocol and Chow technique with a bone window, which is intended to
minimize sinus complications and help bone formation. The extraction of the
remaining teeth took place during the implant placement surgery, but ZIs were not
placed in the fresh extraction sockets. Definitive prosthesis was a machined titanium
bar with acrylic/resin crowns delivered 4 months after implant insertion

Figure 3. Intra-oral view 
before (left) and 4 
months after the surgery 
(right).

Figure 4. ZI site 
preparation with sinus 
window, grafting , then 
ZI placement.

Figure 5. Radiographs 
before (left) and after 
(right)  implantation.
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Figure 2. Complications 
according to ORIS criteria.  
Stage 1, which is the optimal 
condition is not included in the 
graph.  

Variable Rhinosinus
pathologies

Inflammation Implant Survival

Smoking ns ns 0.001
Surgeon ns Ns <0.001
Chow technique <0.001 Ns ns
Implant type <0.001 Ns ns
Site status (healed) ns Ns <0.001
Bichat fat pad <0.001 0.0622 ns

Table 1. P values from a 
statistical evaluation of factors 
associated with complications 
(scores R&I) and implant 
survival. ns, not significant. 
(Cox proportional hazard 
model).

Figure 7. Frontal view 2 
years post-implantation.

Figure 6. Radiographs 6 
months (left, middle) and 
intraoral view 2 years 
post surgery (right).
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− A generalized logistic regression was performed showing influence of Bichat extractions and smoking on score “I”
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